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Robots will soon move from the factory floor and into our lives (e.g. autonomous cars, package delivery
drones, and search-and-rescue devices). However, compared to living systems, robot capabilities in
complex environments are limited. I believe the mindset and tools of physics can help facilitate the creation
of robust self-propelled autonomous systems. This “robophysics” approach – the systematic search for
novel dynamics and principles in robotic systems -- can aid the computer science and engineering
approaches which have proven successful in less complex environments. The rapidly decreasing cost of
constructing sophisticated robot models with easy access to significant computational power bodes well for
such interactions. Drawing from examples in the work of my group and our collaborators, I will discuss how
robophysical studies have inspired new physics questions in low dimensional dynamical systems (e.g.
creation of analog quantum mechanics and gravity systems) and soft matter physics (e.g. emergent
capabilities in ensembles of active “particles”), have been useful to develop insight for biological locomotion
in complex terrain (e.g. control targets via optimizing geometric phase), and have begun to aid engineers in
the creation of devices that begin to achieve life-like locomotor abilities on and within complex
environments (e.g. semi-soft myriapod robots).
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